
VARIABLES, MATRICES AND CALCULATION



MATLAB INTERFACE



Matlab interface – current folder, workspace, 
command window, information, editor



Getting help

 help function

 doc function

 pop-up help

>> help sin

sin    Sine of argument in radians.

sin(X) is the sine of the elements of X.

See also asin, sind.

Reference page in Help browser

doc sin



VARIABLES AND CALCULATIONS



VARIABLES AND CALCULATIONS



SCRIPT FILE

 Anything you type into the workspace can also be run from a 

script

 “.m” files are just saved lists of matlab commands



PATH AND CURRENT DIRECTORY

 If you save a script file, it will be stored at the current directory. 

The script can be run only if you have the file in the current 

directory.

 If you want to run a script or function in any directory, you 

should put the path of the file into pathdef.m file



SCRIPT FILE



SCRIPT FILE – MAKE THE SCRIPT READABLE



RECORDING WHAT YOU ARE TYPING

diary('myProgram_diary.txt');

a = 1+2+3+4;

b = 1+4+9+16;

disp('The sum and sum of squares of the four integers is:');

disp(a);

disp(b);

diary off;



TRY THESE NOW!

 Open MATLAB’s command window and get today’s date

 Get this month’s calendar

 Look at the calendar for a year ago this month

 Execute clock command and explain the output

 2+2?

 ans+4?

 Make a script file ‘myProgram1.m’, which assigns 1 to w. Run the program so the value 
of w displays in the Command window.

 Save ‘myProgram1.m’ as ‘myProgram2.m’ and expand it so after w gets 1, x gets w+1, 
and then y gets x-2. 



TRY THESE NOW!

 Debug the program below (‘myProgram3.m’) so b gets the sum of a and 3, c 

gets b-2, d gets the product of b and c, and e gets b divided by c.

a

b = a+1

c = = b-2

d b x c

e = b divided by c



MATRICES



MAKING MATRICES



Elements of matrices



Elements of matrices



Size of matrices and reshaping them



Size of matrices and reshaping them



CREATING MATRICES



CREATING MATRICES



RANDOM NUMBERS



Random number generation



Display data

>> uniform_random_distribution = rand(100, 100);

>> hist(uniform_random_distribution(:));

>> normaldistribution = randn(100,100);

>> hist(normaldistribution(:));



Random 
number 
generation



Seed for random number generation

Random number generation



PRACTICE

 Create a matrix called A that increases in steps of 1 from 1 up to 1000.

 Create a matrix called B that decreases in steps of 3 from 333 down to 3.

 Create a matrix called C using bracket notation, and define C so the result of [linspace(1,100,100) – C] is a row of 100 
zeros.

 Repair the following matrix assignments

 D should run from 5 up to 100 in steps of .5

D = [5:-.5:100];

 E should run from 5 down to -100 in steps of -.25

E = [5, 25:100];

 F should have 20 values from 1 to 10 that are logarithmically spaced

F, = linspace(-1, 10.3, 23:This is hard (-:

 G = [1 2 3;4 5 6;7 8 9];  H = [11 12 13;14 15 16;17 18 19]

Replace column 1 of G with row 3 of H.

 I = [1:10;11:20;21:30];

Empty the last 5 columns of I and called the new matrix J. Empty the first 2 rows of J and call the new matrix K.



 Create a 1×4 matrix called L and a 4×1 matrix called M. Then concatenate L and M to create one matrix called N 
of size 1× 8, another matrix called O of size 8×1, a third called P of size 2×4 and a fourth called Q of size 4×2.

 Define a matrix Up as follows. start_value = 1, step = 2, last_value = 80, Up = [start_value:step:last_value]. 
Define a new value Down that is the mirror image of Up. Check the output carefully and make whatever change is 
needed to ensure exact mirroring of Up and Down.

 The matrix LeftToRight is a 4×4 matrix. Make an array RightToLeft that is the left-right mirror image of 
LeftToRight.

LeftToRight = [

16  2  3 13

5 11 10  8

9  7  6 12

4 14 15  1

];

ASSIGNMENTS FOR THE NEXT CLASS


